Agenda

2011 RBMS pre-conference planning committee

Date Saturday, January 8th, 2011

Place: Manchester Grand Hyatt, Edward C/D

Time: 4:00 - 5:30 pm

1) Appointment of recorder

2) Call to order and introductions

3) Approval of minutes from Annual in DC

4) Updates from Local Arrangements (including website update)—Smyth

5) Updates on fundraising—Raine

6) Updates on plenary sessions
   a. Keynote plenary on cultural stewardship—Smith
   b. Plenary on Regional Collections—Graffagnino
   c. Plenary on Assessment—Paustenbaugh delegate
   d. Plenary on Preservation—Smith

7) Case studies—Kopp or designate

8) Discussion sessions—Bozeman

9) Short papers—Supple
10) Update from Seminars—Supple

11) Update on Workshops—Smith

12) Photographic Documentation of Preconference--Ascher

11) Other matters